
Throughout the next few months, we will be featuring all our departments. We would

like to dedicate this issue to introduce you to our Design team, they are the cape-less

heroes behind our brands. We are very fortunate to have such talent working with us

in creating great artwork.

Led by Phil Bridgeman, the Design Team manager, their work encompasses graphics

and identity, products and packaging and many things in between! There is never a

dull day for our creative team. 

Phil started to work for On-Group eight years ago and back then he worked solo. Since

then the team has grown to incorporate four more members: Adam, Casey, Rhiannon

and Chris.

Here the team members talk about their background, achievements, favourite On-

Group products and of course the C-word, COVID!

MEET THE MAKERS (DESIGN TEAM)
 

On-Group Monthly Newsletter

I play an influential role, overseeing,

managing & driving the design guidelines and

elements for all of the brands under the On-

Group portfolio. I lead and develop a team of

designers, evaluating individual design

deliverables and overall team performance,

whilst delivering critical feedback where

needed and encourage team members

throughout the duration of a project.
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PHIL

BRIDGEMAN
Design Manager

I started my career  with a small labelling company called Malmesbury Labels,

getting messy with inks and running the machinery, the artworker at the time went

on holiday for a couple of weeks so I stepped in to cover with little experience and

found my love for creative work.   

Written by Olga Rivera
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I then moved to a print company as a junior artworker and worked my way up to the

department manager. I was fortunate in this role to work with some big brands in

the market place, occasionally they would ask for creative work but after a short

period of time their confidence in my creative work grew and the role naturally

evolved into a creative artworker role, supporting them with not only print ready

artwork but working with them creatively on new content. During this time I had the

opportunity to work with the likes of Network Rail, M&S, Arsenal Football Club and

the Star Wars franchise.

After that, I joined On-Group coming into the role I was able to bring my creative

and print experience. When I first joined the company I was the only designer, and

as the years passed the company grew and so did the team.

Working for big brands in the past I used to get great self-accomplishment from

seeing my creative work being used on giant billboards and in big retailers across

the UK. One stand out moment was seeing the stadium wall graphic I created for

Arsenal Football Club's store being installed in person, it was a seamless image of

the ground that spanned across the entire room. A very complex and challenging

task that looked like an amazing site when finished.

My proudest accomplishment was hiring a Design apprentice, having no commercial

experience and being able to support and train them over the last few years to

become an accomplished creative designer and winning the Design Apprenticeship

Award (you know who you are Casey West 😃 ). 

As a person and as a manager I prefer not to measure myself by my

accomplishments, but instead measure myself on how I support others towards their

own ones. I am very fortunate to have an amazing design team to work with and I

enjoy taking the time to develop creative ideas with them.

Phil Bridgeman 

Working for big brands in the past I used

to get great self-accomplishment from

seeing my creative work being used on

giant billboards and in big retailers across

the UK
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I enjoy the diversity of my role, there are always challenges to overcome whether

that is developing a new brand, working with the team to create engaging

content for our consumers or reviewing our current content and find ways to

improve it.

My favourite product has to be Green Magic – it is high in anti-oxidants and great

for boosting the immune system, perfect for this current climate.

Like a lot of people, I have worked from home since the start of COVID 19 and

although it felt isolating at times, I have actually been more proactive and

productive. I am happy to put in the extra hours because I don’t have that

dreaded commute to work. I also watched far too much Anime!

As soon as the restrictions are lifted I am going to go to the cinema and buy the

biggest Pick N Mix I can.

Phil Bridgeman 

My favourite product has to be Green

Magic – it is high in anti-oxidants and

great for boosting the immune system,

perfect for this current climate.
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I have worked for On-Group for over 3 years now (how it’s flown by!). I started in

graphics design over 3 years ago from an advanced apprenticeship. I generate

new and innovative concepts and ideas, consistent with the brand and visual

language. I am responsible for creating high quality commercial graphic design

for print and digital. After I had finished my A levels, I wasn’t entirely sure what

career path to go down. I always hated graphic design! But after I started my

apprenticeship, I developed my skills and got to where I am today and I’m super

proud of what I’m doing.

I can be quite introverted at times but once you get to know me I’m bubbly and

carefree. I’m a TV series fanatic, festival goer and enjoy a bit of gaming on the

side (with a gin, of course).

I have been awarded Apprenticeship of the Year by Wiltshire College and

University Centre 2021 within the design sector. I was overwhelmed when I found

out and was not expecting it! My designs have also been featured internationally

through TV shopping channels and used in exhibitions.

Casey West

I have been

awarded

Apprenticeship of

the Year by

Wiltshire College

and University

Centre 2021 within

the design sector

CASEY WEST
Junior Designer
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My two favourite things about my job are the opportunity to work alongside my

colleagues and continuing to learn every day. 

My go-to product has got to be the Intense Hydration Night Cream! It nourishes

and hydrates my skin just before I go to bed and it feels refreshed in the morning.

Since COVID-19, I have been able to work independently and productively through

remote working. It has also allowed me to have a better work-life balance with the

amount of time I’m at home with my family, it's flexible and easy-going.

The first thing I’d love to do once the restrictions are over will be to gather with my

friends and family and go for a couple of drinks without having to wear a mask and

worry about keeping a social distance! I’m also super excited about festivals! (bring

on Glastonbury 2022!)

RHIANNON

KEARTON
Videographer

It is my responsibility, alongside Adam, to create high-quality video content for

social media and marketing purposes.

I have been working in this field of work for the past 5 years, continuously looking to

improve my skills. Being 22 years old, I am very fortunate to have experienced the

incredible opportunities that have presented themselves to me along my journey of

self-discovery and searching for the right career. 

I am very fortunate to

have experienced the

incredible opportunities

that have presented

themselves to me along

my journey of self-

discovery and searching

for the right career.

Rhiannon Kearton
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My biggest industry-related accomplishment to date would probably have to be

organising a team of photographers/videographers for The Prosthetics Event – an

annual educational event for people to learn about Special Makeup FX and

Prosthetics. I took great pride in leading the team to ensure we successfully

followed the brief, captured the event's atmosphere, and that everything ran

smoothly. 

I have been working for On-Group for 3 months so far and have been loving every

second of it! Everyone I've met within the company has been extremely kind and

welcoming, and I'm really looking forward to getting back into the office full-time

when the pandemic is well and truly over!

I absolutely love how varied this role is, and how there are always new things to

work on, new things to think about and troubleshoot. I love keeping my brain

occupied, and this role so far has been the absolute perfect fit for me and my

busy mind! 

My go-to product at the moment is the Collagen Cleansing Milk! It's brilliant at

removing makeup and helping my skin to feel soft and refreshed after a long day

of work! 

Since Covid 19 everything has been very

different! It's been a strange

adjustment, but I've been doing

everything I can to keep the people

around me safe and well. I think it's

going to be quite a while until I open a

door with my hand again! 

Once the restrictions are over with I'd

love to visit Cornwall! Being from

Cornwall, it's difficult being away from

the beach - it's been months without

being by the sea, and I think I'm

starting to go a bit crazy!!!! 
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I joined On-Group last January. My role at On-Group is to produce a selection of

artwork for brands like U-Perform and Proto-col. A lot of this work is social media-

based; however, I am also being trained to make updates to their websites as well as

offering up my photography skills for product and lifestyle shots.

I graduated from Bath Spa University in July of 2020, studying Contemporary Arts

Practice. I went into university with the intention to develop my painting skills, but

soon found more enjoyment with typography and graphic design. For my final year

project, I worked with a band in Birmingham to produce artwork for their latest

single and continued to work with them for a short while after uni.

I had the opportunity to be the creative director for a band called, “The White

Lakes”. This allowed me to offer my creative input towards how the band takes its

next step to becoming noticed by a wider audience. This included artwork,

photography promotion and music video.

The favourite part of my job is the diversity of each day, knowing that one brief

won’t be the same as the previous. This ever-changing style of design has kept me

on my toes when designing, assuring the artwork stays diverse, however consistent

with the brand.

Chris West

I had the opportunity to be the

creative director for a band

called, “The White Lakes”. This

allowed me to offer my creative

input towards how the band

takes its next step to becoming

noticed by a wider audience.

CHRIS WEST
Junior Designer Intern
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My go-to product is currently U-Performs protein powder. I am currently training to

put on muscle and their strawberry protein powder is perfect to help me with this.

The pandemic hit coming up to the end of my final year at university, so I had to

adapt efficiently to working from home. This has meant how I communicate with

co-workers has changed and improved over this period. This also meant making sure

deadlines were met potentially sooner than expected in preparation for any

improvements.

Hopefully when restrictions are lifted a nice big BBQ with all my friends back in

Oxford!

Chris West

The favourite part of my

job is the diversity of each

day, knowing that one brief

won’t be the same as the

previous.

ADAM

TRIMNELL
Video Producer

Adam Trimnell

I started my journey within

professional video production by

volunteering to work at a local

media centre and charity that

run a lot of programs to get

underprivileged young people

off the streets
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My regular duties at On-Group include producing videos and motion graphics for use

in digital marketing and educational materials.

I studied at the City of Bristol College where I achieved a Foundation Degree in

Interactive multimedia. After leaving the City of Bristol College even though my

course covered a lot of creative subjects including, web design, 3D design, animation

and graphic design I chose to start to build a career in video production as that was

the subject that I enjoyed the most.

I started my journey within professional video production by volunteering to work at

a local media centre and charity that run a lot of programs to get underprivileged

young people off the streets and take part in creative activities and learn new

creative skills. This led to being offered regular paid contracting jobs editing and

filming with the media centre.

Some of my industry-related accomplishments are producing films to highlight

issues such as support and understanding for dementia sufferers within ethnic

communities and films to highlight the issue with vehicles speeding within built-up

inner-city areas and endangering the lives of young children.

I've also been awarded a bursary by the England Arts Council to produce a film to

show the problem the planet is facing with single-use items and global warming

contribution.

I have worked at On-Group for 4 years and the favourite part of my job is working

alongside so many supportive and lovely people on a day to day basis.

My go-to product is green magic as it gives me a lot of good micronutrients in a very

quick and convenient way and it's easy to take with you anywhere

Since the Covid 19 outbreak, I have worked primarily from home when in lockdown.

When all restrictions are lifted I am looking forward to catching up with my friends

and family and going out for a drink (or 10) 😃

I've also been awarded a

bursary by the England Arts

Council to produce a film to

show the problem the planet is

facing with single-use items and

global warming contribution.

Adam Trimnell


